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Tackling Islamophobia in the classroom 

 
In October 2010 teachers, lecturers 
and other educational professionals 
from across the UK participated in 
the first ʻTackling Islamophobia in 
the Classroomʼ conference run by 
the South Gloucestershire NUT at 
Abbeywood Community School in 
Bristol.  A series of talks and 
workshops provided the inspiration 
for this cross-curricular learning 
resource, designed for use with 
pupils in KS2. 
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This pack includes a set of Learning Opportunities based around the issues of diversity, tolerance and community cohesion which are linked to a range of 
curricular subjects. Each Opportunity provides a starting point for teachers to use to plan for meaningful discussion and enquiry in their classroom. These 
resources can be used as simple lesson plans linked to objectives in the existing curricular frameworks, or can be used as the foundation for a whole-school or 
whole-key-stage approach to learning. A project-based style of teaching and learning allows children to see the staff of their school working collaboratively to 
tackle these issues, and provides an excellent model for the childrenʼsʼ own development. This approach also allows schools to build towards a shared 
presentation in which all learners can feed back on and showcase their learning. This is most powerful when learners can share their learning with their families 
and their local community. This approach also allows teachers to work with colleagues from other areas of their school using methodology that encourages 
collaboration and creativity in teaching practice. 
 
 

Cross-curricular learning in the Primary Phase (KS2) 

ʻthe message is in the methodology we use 
as well as in the content we presentʼ 
   Robin Richardson 
 
 

 

Progression within the Unit 

The Learning Opportunities begin with 
introductory sessions that set the 
scene for questioning and meaningful 
discussion and introduce the theme of 
equality. 

These lessons are followed by a series of 
exploratory sessions in which children 
can investigate and debate bias and 
stereotypes, and begin to form and share 
their own thoughts and beliefs. 

The unit ends with an opportunity for 
children to share their learning with 
their peers and members of the local 
community.  

The unit also includes an opportunity to 
make links with other schools around 
the UK via email. 
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By the end of the 10 learning opportunities, students will: 

• have developed strategies for raising and discussing difficult or uncomfortable issues 

• understand more about the communities they are a part of and how individuals make up a  
  community 

• have explored how individuals can be similar or different and the concept of diversity 

• have explored the idea that everyone is equal and of equal value 

• be able to challenge ideas that they think are unacceptable 

• be able to begin to identify and question bias and stereotypes 

• begin to formulate and share their own opinions about what they think and believe 

• feel a greater sense of solidarity and community cohesion 

• be able to identify and challenge Islamophobia and other forms of racism, discrimination and    
  victimization 

• have established a common, collaborative identity as a group 

The learning intentions of these resources are primarily: 
 
1. To engage learners as active and expressive participants; 
2. To raise awareness of values and perceptions; 
3. To stimulate reactions and responses to some significant issues about Islamophobia. 
 
The Learning Opportunities also develop a number of key skills from the Primary Phase, including: asking and answering questions; speculation; taking on a role; 
exploring different interpretations of text and images; identifying an authorʼs viewpoint (bias); expressing personal opinions and beliefs; and the development of 
paired, group and class discussion skills. 
 

 
 

Learning intentions and outcomes 
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 LEARNING OPPORTUNITY 
 Sharing a safe space and asking difficult questions 
  

 CROSS CURRICULAR LINKS: 
 PSHE / SEAL / Literacy (Speaking and Listening) 

 LEARNING INTENTIONS – STUDENTS WILL: 
 develop strategies for raising and discussing difficult or uncomfortable issues  

STARTER 
Developing trust. Paired exercises (fall 
backwards and be caught by a waiting 

partner, sit down back to back with 
linked arms and stand up together, hold 

hands and pass a hoop across both 
bodies without letting go etc.) 

 
Change partners to allow children to 
share these experiences with several 

classmates. Children to finish by getting 
into pairs with a partner for the next 

tasks. 

MAIN 
Explore the idea of our classroom being 
a ʻsafe spaceʼ. What does this mean? 

We can talk and share ideas in a 
respectful and supportive way. Give 

children one or two minutes to discuss 
and list things they would NOT be 

comfortable discussing in the classroom! 
E.g. personal or private matters; things 
they think are dirty or rude; things that 
might upset someone else in the room; 
things they ʻarenʼtʼ supposed to knowʼ at 

their age…  
 

Allow children to acknowledge feelings 
of awkwardness or discomfort but 
ensure the classroom environment 

remains calm, purposeful and respectful.  

REFLECTION 
Ask the class – why do they think these 
things are so difficult to talk about? How 
do we build up an idea of what itʼs OK to 

discuss and what we shouldnʼt talk 
about? (It may be useful to use a ʻCircle 
Timeʼ seating style and existing ground 

rules during this discussion.) 
 
Join pairs together to make groups of 4 
and ask each group to discuss: What 

should we do if we can have a question 
that we find difficult to ask? 

 
Feed back as a class – ideas could 

include: choosing who to ask, planning 
what you want to say, being polite and 

respectful, using appropriate 
vocabulary… 

 

FOLLOW-UP 
Each group designs a way of reminding 
their class of strategies for talking about 

issues openly, comfortably and 
appropriately, e.g.: 

 
design a poster with advice 

create a jingle or slogan 
role-play and drama 

 
Display a record of the childrenʼs 

strategies. 
 

RESOURCE CHECKLIST 
Mini whiteboards for lists, space for trust exercises and Circle Time seating, video camera to record drama exercises  
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 LEARNING OPPORTUNITY 
 Which communities am I a part of? 
 Exploring equality 
  

 CROSS CURRICULAR LINKS: 
 PSHE / SEAL / RE / ICT / Art  
  

 LEARNING INTENTIONS - STUDENTS WILL: 
 understand more about the communities they are a part of and how individuals make up a community 
 have explored the idea that everyone is equal and of equal value 

STARTER 
Give children small photographs of 

themselves in the middle of a piece of 
blank paper, or allow children to draw 

small pictures of themselves. 
 

Ask children to add words to describe 
themselves. This could include their 

appearance, their likes and dislikes, their 
friends and family, their hobbies… Allow 

children to compare this representation of 
their ʻselfʼ with other children. Notice how 

all our ʻselvesʼ are similar or different. 

MAIN 
Ask the class which groups they think 
their individual ʻselfʼ is a part of – their 
household, their neighbourhood, their 
school, their town, their country, the 
world. Introduce the word community 
and ensure children understand that 
each community is made up of lots of 

individuals.  
 

Give children the opportunity to discuss, 
create and share representations of 

these communities using photographs, 
video footage, art work etc.  

REFLECTION 
Looking at the idea of a family or school 
community, look at the individuals within 
that community and ask children for their 

responses to this question: 
 

Should everyone in a community be 
considered equal? 

 
Children discuss in small groups (e.g. 

4s) then groups feed back to the rest of 
the class. Discuss occasions when 

people within a community are treated 
unfairly, not listened to or have decisions 
made for them. How does this feel when 

this happens in our communities?  

FOLLOW-UP  
Try role-playing situations in which an 
individual is not treated as an equal 

within a community.  
 

How can this happen? 
What could we do? 

 
Give children an opportunity to discuss, 

compare, contrast and act out their 
ideas to engage with how their 

ʻcharactersʼ would feel, and explore 
these reactions. 

 
Summarise and record ways that we 

behave to show we are all equals. 

RESOURCE CHECKLIST 
Photographs or pictures of children, resources to create representations of school and local communities  
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 LEARNING OPPORTUNITY 
 Exploring stereotypes and cultural expectations 
 Exploring similarities and differences between individuals 

 CROSS CURRICULAR LINKS: 
 ICT / RE / PSHE / SEAL 
 

 LEARNING INTENTIONS - STUDENTS WILL: 
 be able to begin to identify and question bias and stereotypes 
 be able to challenge ideas that they think are unacceptable 

STARTER 
Using the homepage of www.britkid.org 

ask children what they expect each of the 
characters might be like. 

 
How did we make these judgments? By 
using appearances. Ask children if can 

think of other assumptions we might make 
or expectations we might have about 

people based on their appearance etc. 
Make a record to use in the next lesson. 

 
Introduce the vocabulary of stereotypes – 
a word we give to ʻcharactersʼ that seem 
to sum up what we expect from a certain 
ʻtypeʼ of person. Explore both religious and 

non-religious stereotypes. 

MAIN 
Using www.britkid.org give children the 

chance to click on each Britkid and 
explore their profile – their family, religion, 
food, language, hassles and their gang. 

Work in mixed-ability pairs. Some children 
may benefit from support reading the on-

screen text. 
 

Take time to discuss what the children 
have found out about the Britkids. 

REFLECTION 
In groups of 4. Each group produces a 
ʻfactfileʼ about one of the Britkids. 

 
Each group presents their factfile to the 

rest of the class. 
 

Explore how the Britkids are similar and 
different. 

 
Question whether the factfiles reflect what 

we expected to find out about these 
people at the start of the lesson. 

 

FOLLOW-UP 
Show a picture of a woman wearing a 

burqa and a hijab.  
 

What do children think this woman is like?  
 

Children may well discuss ideas that their 
parents might have expressed in reaction 

to this sort of image. It is important to 
allow these ideas to be discussed and 

questioned openly within the safe space of 
the classroom. 

 
Now tell the children that this woman is 

Tazʼs aunt. Does this change the way we 
think about her? 

 
 

 
 

 RESOURCE CHECKLIST 
 Computers and internet access - at least one per pair, paper and pens for factfiles, picture of a Muslim woman wearing a burqa and hijab 
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LEARNING OPPORTUNITY 
 Exploring images and perceptions 

 CROSS CURRICULAR LINKS: 
 Art / Design and Technology / RE / PSHE / SEAL 

 LEARNING INTENTIONS-STUDENTS WILL: 
 be able to begin to identify and question bias and stereotypes 
 begin to formulate and share their own opinions about what they think and believe 
 

STARTER 
Give children a sheet with blank outlines 

of four people. Ask children to show 
different ways that people change their 
appearance, e.g. make up, dyeing their 
hair, piercing, tattoos, sunglasses and 

hats... 
 

Ask children if they have any pre-
existing ideas about what people who 

have made these choices might be like 
as a person. Explore how an image can 

link with an idea. 

MAIN 
Each child makes a mask with eye 

holes. They get to decide everything 
about their mask – completely 

independent choices.  
 

Working in pairs – one partner wears 
their mask while talking to their 

unmasked partner, then swap. (Children 
may need their talk to be directed, e.g. 
tell the other person what you had for 

dinner last night and whether you 
enjoyed it or not.) 

 
How did it feel to wear a mask while 

talking to someone else? How does it 
feel to talk to someone wearing a mask? 

  

REFLECTION 
Children with certain features of their 

mask given privileges or disadvantages 
within the classroom – e.g. anyone with 
red on their mask gets to sit at the front, 
anyone with hair on their mask has to 
leave the classroom now (send group 

out with a TA to sit quietly and wait to be 
let back in), if someone has the only 

mask with sunglasses on they get to go 
on the computer for the next 5 minutes. 

 
How does it feel to have things decided 

for you based on the way you look? 
 

FOLLOW-UP 
Swap masks with other children. Did 

having a different ʻfaceʼ make you feel 
different? Why? 

 
How much does it matter to make the 

choices yourself about how you look and 
how other people might perceive you? 

RESOURCE CHECKLIST 
Worksheet containing outlines of people, card (or blank mask outline) and string 
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 LEARNING OPPORTUNITY 
 Questioning and challenging bias and stereotyping 

CROSS CURRICULAR LINKS: 
 Literacy / SEAL / RE 

 LEARNING INTENTIONS-STUDENTS WILL: 
 be able to begin to identify and question bias and stereotypes 
 be able to challenge ideas that they think are unacceptable 

STARTER 
Using the record of stereotypes the 

children came up with in the previous 
lessonʼs starter, ask the children to think 

about the people they know – do they 
know anyone who challenges the 

stereotypical ideas? E.g. my big brother 
wears hoodies and looks grumpy but 
heʼs really quiet and well-behaved.  

 
Explore the idea that stereotypes are not 
real representations of groups of people 

or communities. 

MAIN 
 Ask children how they build up ideas 

about what other individuals or 
communities might be like. Where do 

they get information from? 
 

TV, internet, friends opinions, familyʼs 
opinions, school... take more responses. 

 
Model putting these in order from most 
important to you to least important to 

you. Children carry out the same task in 
small groups, discussing and justifying 

their decisions as they go along. 
 

Take feedback and compare different 
orders.  

REFLECTION 
Ask children if they think any sources of 
information are completely reliable, and 
if there are any that they donʼt always 

believe. 
 

What reasons can children give for 
doubting sources of information about 

other individuals or communities? 
 

Which sources do children trust and 
why? 

NB: Children may consider family 
sources completely reliable, even where 

members of the household express 
discriminatory views. Ask children if they 
know why their relatives feel that way – 
how did THEY receive information about 

individuals or communities? 
 
 

FOLLOW-UP 
As homework, children to ask members 
of their household how they found out 

about other individuals and communities 
when they were younger, and how they 

find out more now. 
 

NB: After setting homework, ensure 
children who feel uncomfortable 

raising these issues at home have 
the chance to discuss this with their 

teacher. 
 

Add to class list of sources of 
information, and consider how reliable or 

questionable we might consider these 
sources to be. 
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RESOURCE CHECKLIST 
 List of stereotypes from previous lesson, whiteboards for ordering task, homework ʻquestionnaireʼ frame 
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 LEARNING OPPORTUNITY 
 What to do when we disagree – sharing and debating opinions 

 CROSS CURRICULAR LINKS: 
 Literacy / PSHE / SEAL 

 LEARNING INTENTIONS-STUDENTS WILL: 
  have developed strategies for raising and discussing difficult or uncomfortable issues 
  begin to formulate and share their own opinions about what they think and believe 
  be able to identify and challenge Islamophobia and other forms of racism, discrimination and victimization 

STARTER 
Ask the children for examples of times 

when their opinion has been very 
different from someone elseʼs.  

 
Take a wide range of ideas to show that 

disagreement is very common in all 
areas of life. 

 
Give children a set of statements and 
read through together prior to prepare 

for the main task. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

MAIN 
Give children statements to sort in pairs into 

ʻagreeʼ and ʻdisagreeʼ. 
 

Could include: 
Children younger than 11 years old should 

be in bed by 8pm. 
Everyone should do 30 minutes of physical 

activity per day. 
Chocolate is bad for you and should be 

banned. 
The school day should be one hour longer. 

Children should be able to wear street 
clothes at school. 

Pocket money should be at least £50 per 
week per child. 

School should be voluntary, not compulsory. 
 

Compare responses. Ask children how they 
decided which statements to agree/disagree 
with – whatʼs best for them, or whatʼs best for 

everyone? 
 

Choose one statement and ask for a 
volunteer to ʻdisagreeʼ with the teacher. 

Model having a conversation where different 
points of view are put forward. Model how to 
listen to someone with a different opinion and 

explore how both peopleʼs opinions (or 
neither!) can change throughout the debate. 

REFLECTION 
Provide children with the sentence 

starters: 
 

Everyone at this school is... 
All Muslims are... 

All Asian people are... 
All American people are... 

All black people are... 
All children are... 

 
Allow children to finish the sentences 
then challenge one another. Can we 
ever make a sweeping statement like 
this without disagreement? (Almost 

certainly not!) Establish that there will 
always be differences of opinion, but itʼs 
OK to put forward and explain our own 
point of view calmly and respectfully. 

 
 

FOLLOW-UP 
Create checklist or posters of strategies 

to support us when we are in a 
disagreement, e.g.: 

 
Always remain calm 

Think carefully about what you are trying 
to say 

Respect the other personʼs right to their 
own opinion 

Remember that itʼs OK to say you donʼt 
agree 

Give reasons to explain your opinion 
End the conversation if it begins to turn 

into a conflict. 
 

Allow time and opportunity to discuss 
what can happen if people strongly 
disagree and stop listening to one 

another. Discuss ʻtriggersʼ for calmly 
ending a conversation, e.g. the other 
person becomes upset or aggressive, 

and the importance of talking to an adult 
at school if they have been involved in a 

conversation or conflict like this. 

RESOURCE CHECKLIST 
Series of statements for children to agree and disagree with, sentence starters, resources to create class checklist / posters 
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 LEARNING OPPORTUNITY  
 Understanding how data can be presented in different ways to     
 support different points of view 

 CROSS CURRICULAR LINKS: 
 Numeracy / Geography / ICT 

 LEARNING INTENTIONS 
 be able to begin to identify and question bias and stereotypes 
 feel a greater sense of solidarity and community cohesion 
  

STARTER 
Give children maps of the UK with major 

cities and county borders shown. Ask 
children how many people they think live 

in Britain? (Around 62 million) 
 

Out of every hundred people, how many 
do pupils think are Muslim? (Published 
figures show approx. 3% or between 

1.6-1.8 million people) 
 

Compare childrenʼs initial ideas with 
facts.  

 
 

MAIN 
 

http://www.mcb.org.uk/library/statistics.p
hp - Muslim Council of Britain website 
giving statistics from different sources 

 
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-

1235527/Britains-tolerance-Islam-
results-1m-Muslims-setting-home-
here.html - news article including 

statistics 
 

Using the above websites (many other 
versions of statistics are available, 

presented in many formats) give groups 
of children selected statistics and ways 
to present that information (bar charts, 

pie charts, graphs, tables of 
percentages, ranges and averages...) 

 
Where possible, make links to maps 

used in starter. 
  

REFLECTION 
Groups share their representations of the 
data provided. As a class, consider the 

similarities and differences between data 
from different sources and what it suggests 

about the Muslim population in Britain. 
 

Why does information from different sources 
paint different pictures of the Muslim 

community in modern Britain? Can we 
identify and question any bias? 

 
What are the statistics for our local 

community? Investigate and represent, and 
compare to representations of national data. 

 
 

FOLLOW-UP 
http://www.runnymedetrust.org/projects-

and-publications/projects/young-
people/this-is-where-i-live/tiwil-

video.html 
 

Do the numbers tell the whole story? 
Watch the ʻThis Is Where I Liveʼ video 
clips to find out more about different 

communities around Britain. 
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RESOURCE CHECKLIST 
 Maps of the UK with cities, county borders etc. shown, extracts from websites giving statistics, statistics for local community 
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 LEARNING OPPORTUNITY 
 Exploring diversity within a classroom community 
  

 CROSS CURRICULAR LINKS: 
 Science / Numeracy / PE 

 LEARNING INTENTIONS-STUDENTS WILL: 
 understand more about the communities they are a part of and how individuals make up a community 
 explore how individuals can be similar or different 
 have established a common, collaborative identity as a group 

STARTER 
 Ask children how many star jumps they 
think they could do in 30 seconds. Take 
a range of responses and ask children 
to explain their prediction with reasons. 

 
Will we all be able to do the same 

number? 
 

Could we find a mean average? How? 
 

What would the average tell us? 
 

What important information would an 
average NOT tell us? E.g. what the 

lowest and highest results were, what 
the most common results were, how 

many people were involved in the test… 

MAIN 
Carousel of fair-test experiments, for 

example: 
 

measuring resting heart rate before and 
after exercise 

 
number of star jumps done in 30 

seconds 
 

time taken to run 100m 
 

number of times ball dribbled in 30 
seconds 

 
number of goals/baskets scored in 30 

seconds 
 

throwing a soft ball as far as possible. 
 
 

REFLECTION 
Collate results from the tests to show 
information about every person in the 

class. Use a range of methods to 
present the data including graphs and 

charts. 
 

Explore the idea that we can look at the 
data for the whole community, or look at 

the data for single individuals. 
 

Give the children single facts from the 
data, e.g. Paul could throw a ball 10m 
further than Quiannah. Kate could do 6 

more star jumps in 30 seconds than 
Milo. How useful are individual facts 

compared with the overview of diversity 
provided by all the data? 

 
 

FOLLOW-UP 
What other tests could we do that show 

the diversity within our class? 
 

Take suggestions from the children and 
consider allowing time to investigate and 

record findings. 

 RESOURCE CHECKLIST 
 Stopwatches, tables for recording data, cones and markers, balls and goals, graph paper and calculators 
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 LEARNING OPPORTUNITY 
 Exploring diversity in a wider community 

 CROSS CURRICULAR LINKS: 
 ICT / Numeracy / Science / PE / PSHE / SEAL 

 LEARNING INTENTIONS-STUDENTS WILL: 
 feel a greater sense of solidarity and community cohesion 
 understand more about the communities they are a part of and how individuals make up a community 
  

STARTER 
Explain to children that their school is 

working together with another school from 
a different area in the UK. Each child will 

have an email ʻpen palʼ from the same age 
group as them. 

 
Set children up with school email accounts 
and let them practice emailing each other. 
 

 

MAIN 
Children to write their first email to their 

ʻpen palʼ including the following 
information: 

 
Hair colour 

Height 
Shoe size 

Favourite singer or band 
Favourite food 

Number of brothers / sisters 
Religion 

Favourite school subject 
 

Information from the previous lesson could 
also be shared. 

 
 

REFLECTION 
Swap emails with parter school. 

 
Give children a worksheet with space to 
record their own hair colour, height, shoe 

size etc. and that of their ʻpen palʼ. Provide 
space for children to make notes about 
how they and their ʻpen palʼ and similar 

and different. 
 

Ask children if any of the information they 
found out about their ʻpen palʼ was 

surprising. Which questions would they 
like to ask their ʻpen palʼ to find out more? 

 
 
 
 
 

FOLLOW-UP 
Continuing links between schools to 

facilitate dialogue between children from 
different geographical and cultural 

backgrounds. 

 RESOURCE CHECKLIST 
 Link between paired schools, computers with internet access and age-appropriate emailing software, comparisons worksheet 
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 LEARNING OPPORTUNITY 
 Sharing our learning with our community  

 CROSS CURRICULAR LINKS: 
 Literacy / ICT /  

 LEARNING INTENTIONS-STUDENTS WILL: 
 feel a greater sense of solidarity and community cohesion 
 begin to formulate and share their own opinions about what they think and believe 

STARTER 
Review learning from the unit; allow 
children time to ask any additional 
questions, clarify any issues and 

address any misconceptions. 
 

Make a class list of what we have 
learned. 

 
Ask children to work in small groups of 3 
or 4 to put the things we have learned in 

order of importance. 
 

Decide as a group on which elements of 
learning are most important to share 

with others. 

MAIN 
Plan and perform a class presentation to 

contribute to an assembly or event 
involving parents, carers, support staff, 

governors etc. 
 

Encourage children to draw on the 
learning from the unit to celebrate the 

themes of diversity, tolerance and 
equality using photographs, audio and 
video clips, work produced during the 

unit etc. 
 
 

REFLECTION – whole unit 
 

Schools may wish to do this through 
follow up assemblies, inviting visitors to 
the school, updating school rules and so 

on. This may depend on the nature of 
the assembly or event held. 

 

FOLLOW-UP 
Ask children: 

 
How can we live the values we shared in 

our assembly? 
 

Draw up class charters that include 
childrenʼs own ideas about how to live, 
communicate and behave in ways that 
promote tolerance and equality. Ask 
every child to sign the charter and 

display it prominently within the 
classroom. 

 
Revisit throughout the school year 

during Circle Time sessions. 

 RESOURCE CHECKLIST 
 Various – dependent on the nature of the event the school wishes to host 
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Key Stage 2 and Key Stage 3 materials produced by Kate Harrold and Anna Brooman. 


